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From the Editor
A n i t A  O s t E r h A u g

A couple of months ago,  a reader from Europe wrote to me saying that she 
wanted to see more stylish garments in Handwoven. i took her wishes to 
heart and earnestly set about trying to determine what is stylish among 

weavers. i surreptitiously stared at guild meetings and conferences, i cruised 
weaverly blogs and online galleries to see what kind of clothes you all are weaving, 
wearing, and selling. i saw loads of beautiful clothing, and after extensive research, 
i came to a definitive conclusion about handwoven style: it depends. it depends 
on your generation, your social circle, where and how you live, and your own per-
sonal style. some of us like art to wear, artistic handwoven garments that pair with 
jeans for guild meetings or with a nice skirt for an evening out. some of us like to 
look tailored and buttoned up in a coordinating handwoven ensemble. And some 
of us like to make clothes that are just plain funky and fun. 

Last year’s garment issue was about runway fashion. this year’s issue is about 
what real weavers make and wear: an elegant vest or wrap for special occasions; a 
light-hearted dress for a young woman; a sweet pinafore-style coat for a child or 
grandchild; or a cozy, comfy garment to wear with jeans. to show the garments in an 
everyday environment, we photographed them on location at our interweave offic-
es, modeled by members of our staff. (they were very good sports.)

the garments here are as diverse as our weaving community. they’re made 
with everything from a 16-shaft AVL loom (we’ve also given you an 8-shaft 
 alternative) to inkle and pin looms. some are simple, and some are embellished. 
some are tailored by the weaver or a collaborator, and some need only the sim-
plest sewing skills.  to celebrate the many ways to approach style, this issue also 
brings you advice from seven weavers who design fabric to wear.

You may make the garments from this issue or just take inspiration from them: 
Yvonne stahl’s vest fabric would make a stunning wrap,  Marcia Kooistra’s swivel 
inlay might be lovely as curtains, and Elisabeth hill’s dukagang towel fabric could 
be used for pillows or a retro, yet contemporary skirt.  Whatever you choose, i hope 
you enjoy them as much as i do. 
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Enhance your weaving and showcase your other textile talents with projects 
that combine weaving with beading, braiding, embroidery, surface design, 
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Explore the diverse properties and weaving possibilities of “varietal wools,” 
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projects inspired by traditional weaving from the Americas, Europe, Asia, 
and Africa.
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